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A Magneto-Optic Trap for Rubidium 

Chapter 1

Introduction

The magneto-optic trap is one of the latest developments in the wide field of laser 

cooling and trapping. With the advent of the laser, studies of the forces exerted on 

objects by a light beam became of new interest [1]. The idea of laser cooling was 

independently introduced in 1975 by Hansch and Schawlow [2] for neutral atoms and 

by Wine land and Dehmelt for trapped ions [3]. There was a special interest in cold 

samples of trapped neutral atoms [4], since they would be an ideal starting point for 

experiments in high-resolution spectroscopy, atomic collisions, collective effects, and 

other areas. A quasi-confinement of atoms by resonant radiation pressure was first 

achieved when Chu et al. observed optical molasses in 1985 [5]. Watts et al. later 

developed a rather simple technology, involving diode lasers, to make cooling 

experiments more practical [6]. Experiments on the magneto-optic trap (MOT) were 

first experimentally realized by Raab et al. in 1987 [7]. Monroe et al. later extended 

this technology by trapping atoms in a simple vapor cell [8]. The magneto-optic trap is 

sometimes also referred to as Zeeman-shift spontaneous-force optical trap (ZOT). 
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The work presented here was a self-contained part of a larger research project to 

employ a MOT to build an atomic interferometer. The results and experiences gained 

from this thesis should help to set up the interferometer. Techniques to be used later in 

a large vacuum system were tested in a vapor cell MOT first, where one does not have 

to worry about precooling atoms to load the trap. These experiences concerned mainly 

stabilization of the laser systems, alignment of the laser beams, and effects of various 

magnetic field configurations. Starting with two diode lasers, which were built and 

made operational at the rubidium wavelength by other members of the lab group, I set 

up and aligned all the optical components necessary for the MOT. Part of my work 

was also the arrangement of the electronic feedback for the phase mirror and the etalon 

mirror, including to build the servo controller for the phase mirror and the controller for 

the acousto-optic modulator. The rubidium vapor cell was provided, but I had to wind 

the anti-Helmholtz coils and the rectangular coils. 

In chapter 2 we review the theory underlying the effect of optical molasses, where 

we restrict ourselves mainly to simple Doppler cooling. The principles of the MOT and 

its two-dimensional variation, the atom funnel, are presented. Following that we list 

some important spectroscopic properties of rubidium atoms. We describe the 

experimental apparatus needed to perform these experiments in chapter 3. In particular, 

the method to frequency stabilize the diode lasers is explained in some detail, since a 

stable source of near-resonant laser light is imperative for the trapping of atoms. 

Chapter 4 contains our observations on shape and internal structure of the cloud of 

trapped atoms and how these change under variation of different parameters of the trap. 

The method of measurement of the number of trapped atoms and the time to load the 

trap to its steady state is explained and our results are listed and compared to similar 

work of other groups. Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2

Theory of Laser Cooling and Trapping

2.1 Cooling of Atoms with Radiation Pressure 

Optical Molasses 

2.1.1 Classical Doppler Cooling 

Resonant laser light can exert a force on free atoms by means of the momentum 

exchange during an absorptionemission cycle. After many such cycles the absorption 

events transfer the photon momenta to the atoms, but the spontaneous emission events 

average out their momentum transfer and do not contribute to the average force, since 

spontaneous emission has a symmetric angular distribution pattern. Thus the scattering 

or spontaneous force is the product of the incident photon momentum and the scattering 

rate. The cycle of absorption and stimulated emission leads to another force, the dipole 

force, which becomes significant only in the case of strong intensity gradients of near-

resonant radiation [4]. The scattering force of a single laser beam can slow down an 

atomic beam and under the right conditions can even bring the atoms to zero average 

velocity. It also narrows the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of the atoms and 

so reduces the temperature, thus the expression laser cooling. The irradiation of atoms 

by laser beams from all six Cartesian coordinate directions leads to the effect of optical 

molasses. Here the atomic velocity is strongly damped in all directions such that the 

motion of the atoms becomes diffusive and is similar to Brownian motion [5]. For a 

summary of the underlying theory of optical molasses we closely follow the description 
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of Lett et al. [9], who give a very good and detailed review of theoretical as well as 

experimental results. With the expression "classical molasses" they associate the 

assumptions of a two-level atom interacting with multiple laser beams, which do not 

interfere with each other, without any coherent processes like stimulated emission. An 

introductory article in Physics Today also gives an "equation-free" overview of the 

different cooling mechanisms and the current state of laser cooling [10]. 

The scattering force can be easily described in the case of a simple two-level atom 

with a transition energy of hob, irradiated by a laser with a monochromatic plane wave 

of angular frequency co and wavelength 2- The wave vector k describes the 

propagation direction and the photon momentum hk = ha. The detuning of the laser 

from the resonance frequency is denoted by A = co w0. The atomic transition is 

characterized by the rate F of spontaneous emission from the excited state down to the 

ground state, and by the saturation intensity I0 which produces a stationary upper-state 

population of N/4, where N is the total number of atoms and N/2 is the maximum 

upper-state population. The actual laser intensity I comes into the formulas normalized 

2E22
to the saturation intensity and is related to the Rabi frequency Si by I . In this/0 1-2 

notation the scattering rate for an atom at rest becomes 

=1 p
RR = (2.1)

21+p 

where the saturation parameter p contains the dependence on the laser detuning A: 

I (c/2)2
P (2.2)

Io (172)2 + A2 

Multiplied by the incident photon momentum hk this leads to the scattering force: 

Ir
F = hk (2.3)

2 1+-L+(14-)2r 
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Note that the maximum value of the force is hkr/2 for large intensities, indicating that 

on average one photon is absorbed and re-emitted during at least two radiative lifetimes 

of the atom. For low intensities the force has a Lorentzian dependence on the detuning 

with a peak at A = 0 and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of r. 

An atom moving towards the travelling light wave with a velocity v sees the 

frequency f of the laser light Doppler shifted to 

(1,2\\ 
1 + 2 p (2.4) 

vv//cc 

For a general non-relativistic velocity, the Doppler shift of the angular laser frequency 

as seen from the reference frame of the atom is 

co' = co v k (2.5) 

Incorporated into the scattering rate by substitution A A kv, this makes the 

scattering force, Eq. (2.3), velocity dependent. The strongest deceleration is 

experienced by atoms moving with velocity v = IAI/k towards the beam if the laser is 

tuned to a frequency lower than the transition resonance coo (A < 0 or detuning to the 

red). This becomes a damping force when the atoms are irradiated by two 

counterpropagating laser beams with wave vectors k and -k. .A simple addition of 
. /

forces is only valid in the limit of low intensities << 1, since the atomic response as 

described by the saturation parameter, Eq. (2.2), becomes nonlinear for higher 

intensities. With v denoting the velocity component in the.beam direction k only, we 

get the total average force due to two counterpropagating laser beams as the sum of the 

scattering forces of both single beams (Fig. 2.1): 

hkc I kv 16 Nr 
F = (2.6)ro r 1+ 8202 k2v2) ilz61 k2v2)22 r 
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Fig. 2.1. Friction force plotted versus velocity. The dotted curves 
show the individual forces, Eq. (2.3) with velocity dependence, of two 

counterpropagating beams in units of the maximum force hkr/2, and the 

solid curve is the sum of both, Eq. (2.6); the unit of v is m/s. Values are 

for rubidium at A = T /2 and I = /0/4. For higher intensities the peaks 

get broader. Note particularly the linear region around v = 0, which is 
described by Eq. (2.7). 

For A < 0 this is a friction force, always opposing v. Simply speaking, an atom sees 

the laser beam opposing its motion Doppler shifted closer to resonance and the other 

beam shifted further away, so that the probability is higher to absorb a photon from the 

opposing beam and to get a momentum kick to slow down. This is the basis of what is 

often called Doppler cooling. In the approximation of small velocities Ikvl << I' or 

Ikvl << IAI, the cooling force becomes linear in v: 

I /all'
F = 4hk (2.7) 

/0 [1+ (2,6)2T
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In these equations the velocity is considered to be a continuous variable. This is valid 

since the recoil from the absorption or emission of one single photon does not 

appreciably change the atomic velocity. This recoil velocity, vR hk is 6 mm/s for
M ' 

rubidium. In other words, the change in the atom's Doppler shift, kv RI2x = 7.7 kHz, 

is small compared to the transition linewidth, 1727r = 6.0 MHz. 

In all the following we will assume the friction case A < 0 and the low intensity 
I

limit /0 << 1. Concentrating on the linear region, the damping force can be written as 

F = a v with the damping coefficient 

a = 4hk2 I (2.8) 
Fi+ (2A)212 
L k r/ 

The maximum damping is obtained for a detuning A = r, although this does not 

achieve the lowest temperature. The viscous friction force reduces the average atomic 

velocity to zero, but the temperature of an ensemble of atoms is determined by the mean 

square velocity qins. The atoms are subject to cooling, or loss of kinetic energy, due 

to the damping force at a rate of 

rdE) = F v = av2 , (2.9)
dt )cooi 

and to heating, or increase of kinetic energy, due to the random nature of the absorption 

and emission of photons. In the random walk of the atomic momentum in steps of Pik, 

the mean square momentum, (p2), increases with the total number of scattered photons 

and leads to the momentum diffusion constant D 
P* 

hs 2k2Rtot.2D = d(P 2) = (2.10)
d t 

Here Rtot = 2R is the total photon scattering rate from the two laser beams and S 

denotes the average number of steps in the direction of the laser beams per absorption
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emission cycle. In a truly one-dimensional case with two counterpropagating laser 

beams and emission possible only along their axis, which will be discussed here, S has 

a value of two, but it reduces to and 73 in the more realistic cases of isotropic and 

dipole radiation patterns, respectively. 

The heating rate is then given by:

(clE) 1 d(p2) Dp
(2.11)

L dt )heat dt M 

Combining the equilibrium condition (dEidt)heat + (dEid Ow°, = 0 with Eqs. (2.1) 

and (2.8) through (2.11) gives an expression for the mean square velocity: 

1+ (21e)2DP 
V2 = = (2.12)

17T1S 
21AIMa 4M 

It has its minimum at a detuning of A = F/2, and with the thermal energy for one 

degree of freedom, 2 kBT = -1-Mvm.12 this yields the minimum temperature for one-

dimensional classical molasses in the low intensity limit: 

kRTD =1-hr. (2.13) 

This is the so-called Doppler-cooling limit for one-dimensional optical molasses. It is 

140 I.LK for rubidium, which corresponds to a minimum rms velocity vmin = 2M of 

12 cm/s. In review, kvmin /21r = 150 kHz, which validates the assumption Ikvl « r, 

which allowed the scattering force to be approximated as linear in v in Eq. (2.7). Note 

also that the recoil velocity vR is much less than vmin, which again justifies neglect of 

the quantized nature of the velocity changes induced by photon absorption or emission. 

Actually the condition vR << vmin is sufficient for the linearity of F, since with= vRr
v2. both conditions are equivalent:

min 2k 

V R k v 
vmin 

« 1 <=, kv = « r . (2.14) 
v1 2k 

http:1-Mvm.12
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To generalize their treatment of classical molasses to multiple beams in more 

dimensions and moderate light intensities, Lett et al. [9] approximate the effect of 

saturation. They conclude that the temperature is the same for higher dimensional 

molasses, while the total kinetic energy and the rms velocity increase in two and three 

dimensions, due to more degrees of freedom. In more realistic cases of one or two 

dimensional molasses, however, when the emission is not only in the dimensions of 

consideration, the minimum temperature is reduced and depends on the details of the 

radiation pattern. Also if the emission in three-dimensional molasses is not isotropic, 

the temperatures and velocities may be different for different directions. 

2.1.2 Introduction to Polarization-Gradient Cooling 

In contrast to the predictions of this simple theory, experiments showed that 

temperatures well below the Doppler-cooling limit could be achieved by laser cooling 

[11]. In 1988 two groups independently proposed a new cooling mechanism for low 

laser intensities and large detunings [12], which explained these observations. Both 

based their theory on multi-level atoms with degenerate ground states, optical pumping 

effects, and spatial variations of the light polarization due to interference between 

counterpropagating beams. Including these effects, which occur in real atoms, leads to 

new cooling mechanisms for already very slow atoms at low laser intensities. They 

give a comprehensive treatment in Refs. 13 and 14 and we want to point out some 

important results here, still closely following Lett et al. [9] . 

Both theories consider two cases of counterpropagating waves with different 

polarizations, either orthogonal circular polarizations ecr or orthogonal linear polar
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izations erY. Both configurations exhibit spatial changes with periodicity A of the 

polarization of the standing light wave. These changes induce variations of the steady 

state populations among the m-sublevels of the atomic ground state due to optical 

pumping. For the CY+Cr polarization configuration, a moving atom develops a 

population asymmetry such that it is more likely to absorb a photon from the circularly 

polarized wave moving in the opposite direction. Atoms in the thEY linear polarization 

configuration have m-sublevels split in energy because of light-shifts, which gives rise 

to a periodic change in the potential energy over a wavelength since the light-shift 

depends on the local polarization state and the m -value. The time lag of optical 

pumping has the result that a moving atom more often climbs up a potential hill and 

loses kinetic energy, than descends it, a so-called Sisyphus effect. Both mechanisms 

lead to large damping forces and low temperatures under the existence of multiple 

ground state sublevels and long optical pumping times. 

In contrast to classical molasses, the damping coefficients are independent of the 

laser intensity at low intensities, resulting in a temperature that decreases linearly with 

intensity. For detunings A >> F, Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji [13] find the 

temperature to be 

hr2 /go ///0
kBT = = /4,B1 D (2.15)

Cp210l C plAr 

where C is a number determined by the actual polarization configuration (8 for 0* Cr 

and -40 for irx7rY). For low intensities and large detunings, T can be well below the 

Doppler-cooling limit TD from Eq. (2.13). This result seems to imply that the 

temperature could be reduced arbitrarily by decreasing the laser intensity and increasing 

the detuning. However, the existence of a critical velocity vc which decreases with 

lower intensities and larger detunings, leads to a lower limit to the temperature. This 
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velocity represents a capture range, because the damping coefficient decreases for 

atoms with velocities higher than vc. and they do not experience the strong polarization-

gradient damping force, but rather classical molasses, which has a much larger capture 

range in the order of I' /k. The capture range for polarization-gradient cooling is 

governed by the much smaller pumping rate or the light-shift and depends on the 

polarization configuration. This behavior is counteractive to lowering the temperature 

indefinitely. 

2.2 The Magneto-Optic Trap 

Optical molasses does not trap atoms, in a sense that atoms are inside a potential 

well. It only provides a quasi-confinement for atoms, which move in a Brownian-like 

motion due to large damping. Traps for cold atoms offer the possibility for long 

observation times, which, for example, could lead to improvements in high-resolution 

spectroscopy. Before 1987 all traps for neutral atoms relied on the potential energy 

gradients of the intrinsic magnetic dipole moment or the induced oscillating electric 

dipole moment of an atom in an inhomogeneous magnetic or electric field. This 

changed when Raab et al. reported trapping of neutral sodium atoms with near-

resonant radiation pressure in a magnetostatic quadrupole field [7]. The effective depth 

of this magneto-optic trap (MOT) was about 0.4 K, about 10 times deeper than the 

earlier traps. The principles of the MOT are most easily understood in one dimension 

and then extended to three dimensions. 

Consider an atom with total angular momentum .1' = 0 = 0) of the ground 

state and J = 1 (m1 = 1, 0, +1) of the excited state. The magnetic moment of the 

excited state is p, = yJ, where y is the gyromagnetic ratio. When a weak magnetic 
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Energy m 

J= 1 0 

" MAC 

-1 

h co Laser 

Atot = A ybz kv Atot = A+ ybz +kv 
J 0 0 

So- z 

Fig. 2.2. Spatial variation of energy levels for an atom with J = 1 

excited state under applied magnetic field B(z) = Ink The cr beam excites 

only the mi = 1 state, o only mj = +1. 

field B(z) = bzi is applied, the magnetic sublevels of the excited state are Zeeman split 

by the energy shift 

AE = B = (2.16) 

This changes the resonance frequency to coo + mjybz and makes it spatially dependent. 

If the atoms are irradiated by two counterpropagating laser beams along Oz with 

opposite circular polarization, as indicated in Fig. 2.2, each beam can excite a ground 

state atom only to one specific mjsublevel because of the electric-dipole selection rules. 

A configuration of 0* light in the +2 direction and cr light in the 2 direction gives the 

scattering force a restoring property towards the origin, when the laser is tuned to the 

red of the zero-field resonance frequency coo, as is needed to provide damping by 

optical molasses. For an atom at z > 0, the cr light for a transition to the mi = 1 level 

is closer to resonance than the 04- light for a transition to mi = +1 and so the atom is 

pushed towards the origin. An atom at z < 0, on the other hand, absorbs more photons 

from the 04- beam and also experiences a force towards the origin. 
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The force from each single beam, Eq. (2.3), is now determined by the total 

detuning 

tot = co 0)0 mfybz k v = A ± (ybz + kv), (2.17) 

where the upper (lower) sign refers to the o ( &) beam. The total force is again the 

sum of the single beam forces, Eq. (2.6), with kv replaced by kv + ybz, now without 

the restriction to low intensities, since both beams populate different states without 

interference between the saturation parameters p. For small velocities and displace

ments, the force is linear in v and z: 

4`I 2,6
rF = 2 (ybz + kv) (2.18) 

[14 .1_ + (2,r6,121 
k 

In this approximation and for red detuning A < 0, F is a one-dimensional damped 

harmonic force of the form F=avxz. 

The three-dimensional MOT is achieved by a configuration of three pairs of 

counterpropagating circularly polarized laser beams, which intersect each other 

orthogonally in the center of a "spherical quadrupole" magnetic field. This magnetic 

field is generated by anti-Helmholtz coils, two parallel coils with opposing current, as 

shown in Fig. 2.3. The field is zero at the center, the magnitude increases linearly from 

there, and its direction points inward along the axis of cylindrical symmetry and 

outward in the perpendicular plane (or vice versa, depending on the current direction). 

In order to provide for the restoring forces in all three dimensions, the polarization of 

each beam has to be such that the spin associated with the rotating electric field vector 

opposes the magnetic field direction where the beam enters the trapping volume. 

Damping is still given by the three-dimensional molasses for red detuning. 
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Fig. 2.3. Three-dimensional trap with "spherical quadrupole" magnetic 
field. The directions of the opposing coil currents determine the polarization 

needed for trapping, here indicated with respect to the coordinate axes. 

The magnetic field of two parallel coils with opposing current is calculated by 

Bergeman et al. [15] who discuss its application to magnetic traps. An interesting 

feature other than the linearity of IBI in the central region along any radial direction is 

the fact that the field gradient at the center is twice as large along the symmetry axis than 

in the plane midway between the coils, independent of the coil separation: 

dB dB 
= 2dB = 2 at the origin . (2.18)

dz ax ay 

This results in ellipsoidal contours of IBI close to the origin, as shown in Fig. 2.4, and 

in different spring constants ic of the trap along different directions. However, most 

groups who do measurements of tc investigate only one direction [7, 16]. In the 

following we will generally refer to two coils with opposing currents as anti-Helmholtz 
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-2 x 0 2 

Fig. 2.4. Contour plot of IB I from anti-Helmholtz coils. The field is 
cylindrically symmetric about the vertical z-axis. The units are Gauss and 

cm. The values given for IB I are for the configuration in our experiment 

with a coil current of 54 A. Note the stronger field gradient along the 
symmetry axis. 

coils for any coil separation, since there is no configuration where the field gradients at 

the center are isotropic. This in contrast to the Helmholtz configuration, where coils 

with parallel currents separated by their diameter, produce a very homogeneous field. 

However, Bergeman et al. calculate a special separation to diameter ratio of 0.627 for 

the anti-Helmholtz case, which makes the saddle-point thresholds along the axis and in 

the middle plane of equal field magnitude. Furthermore, at a separation to diameter 

ratio of 10 = 0.866, the deviation from a linearly changing field along 2 increases only 

with the fourth power of the distance from the center. 

The loading of atoms into the MOT can be done in different ways. As in the 

original MOT [7], atoms from a thermal beam, produced by heating the desired metal in 

an oven, can be slowed down using laser cooling, so that they come to rest 
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approximately in the center of the anti-Helmholtz coils. The atoms are then trapped by 

the six laser beams, and the scattered light from the cloud of trapped atoms allows a 

direct observation of the trap [16, 17, 18]. However, this procedure requires a 

substantial vacuum apparatus. Monroe et al. showed that atoms in the low velocity tail 

of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution could be trapped in a MOT [8]. This allows the 

experiment to be done in a simple vapor cell as a continuous trap. We have used this 

latter method for our experiments. 

2.3 The Atom Funnel 

Four infinite straight wires with alternating opposing currents generate a two-

dimensional magnetic quadrupole field. This configuration of wires can be used to trap 

atoms along a line when three pairs of laser beams are incident on atoms between the 

wires under the same conditions as in the standard MOT. If the symmetry axis of the 

field is along the direction of one pair of beams, this pair provides only axial cooling 

due to optical molasses, but the other four orthogonal beams confine the atoms in the 

transverse directions. This scheme, of course only with finite wires, was employed by 

Riis et al. to produce a slow atomic beam [19]. They called this an "atom funnel" 

because it can collect atoms from a laser cooled thermal beam and channel them into a 

given direction with a very narrow velocity spread. A drift velocity was imposed on 

the atoms by either an intensity imbalance or a frequency difference between the two 

axial beams. In both cases the velocity is determined by the condition of equal 

scattering rates from the opposing beams, taking into account the intensity or frequency 

difference. If one axial beam is shifted to the frequency f Of whereas the other beams 

have frequency f, the atoms will move with a velocity v = ),Of /2 towards the 
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downshifted beam. The sodium beam Riis et al. produced in this way had a velocity of 

260 cm/s and an axial temperature of 180 pK. An additional feature of this funnel is, 

that, since it relies on near-resonant scattering, it selects only one isotope out of 

possibly several, which offers a variety of new experiments with single isotope atomic 

beams. This is also true for a similar technique developed by Nellesen et al. [20], 

which produced a cold and somewhat faster atomic beam by deflection of laser-cooled 

atoms from a thermal beam and subsequent transverse compression in a- two-

dimensional MOT. They employed a two-dimensional magnetic quadrupole field with 

the field gradient linearly increasing along the axial direction, generated by permanent 

magnets. They produced a sodium beam with a typical velocity of 100 m/s and 30 mK 

axial temperature. 

For our experiments, we are also interested in trapping atoms along the line where 

IB I = 0, even when this axis is not along one of the beam directions but is at 45° 

between two beam axes (see Fig. 2.5). This is a necessary stage towards the main 

research project of our lab to produce an atomic beam for interferometric experiments, 

since we intend to achieve a drift velocity for the atoms by shifting the frequency of two 

beams down and of the other two up. If the beams with direction +Oy and Oz have 

the frequency f .6f and their opposing beams f + 4f, the atoms will be trapped in a 

reference frame where all six beams are Doppler shifted to f This will be at velocity 

v = along the diagonal between +Oy and -Oz. For comparison, the atom 

funnel of Riis et al. does not provide the same frequency from all directions in the rest 

frame of the moving atoms. Under the condition of a diagonal line trap one has to 

consider that the magnetic field vector is no longer along the direction of light 

propagation and the quantization axes for the Zeeman splitting and photon absorption 

are different. As it turns out, this configuration allows circularly polarized light to 
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excite all m -sublevels of the atom but at different probabilities, so that the scattering 

force is still restoring towards the origin. This was expected since a similar geometric 

condition occurs in the spherical MOT for atoms off of the coordinate axes, as defined 

by the three orthogonal beam pairs, and the trap could not work if they would not 

experience a restoring force. 

Fig. 2.5. Configuration for trapping along a diagonal line between two 
beam pairs. The four wires above and below the picture plane with 
alternating opposing currents generate a magnetic field in the center plane as 

shown by the light arrows. Four of the six laser beams, which define the 

unprimed coordinate system, with their respective polarizations are indicated 

by heavy arrows. The primed system refers to an atom at A with 
quantization axis in the direction of the local field. 
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To investigate this effect, I evaluated the matrix element 1(e-012 which occurs in 

the expression for the absorption rate [21]. Here r is the position operator of the 

electron in the atom interacting with the radiation field and t is the polarization vector of 

the laser beam, i. e. 

a+ = --jy(ii+iSr) and a_ = (2.19) 

for a+ and o light in +I direction. Writing r in the spherical basis of the coordinate 

system with B and = i (Fig. 2.5) 

Z' (2.20)
-v 2 

makes the components rm to be irreducible vectors of rank 1. A simple calculation 

using the Wigner-Eckart theorem shows that the matrix element of r between some 

initial and final states can be written as: 

(fIrli>= (fIrmli)F4 (2.21) 

with m = m f - ml denoting the difference between the magnetic quantum numbers of the 

transition. In the special case of the atom with a .1' = 0 to J = 1 transition the matrix 

element evaluates to (470-112, independently of m. It then follows that the value of 

li+ 4:12 gives a relative probability for the excitation to the level mi = m by 0+ or 

light when the propagation direction is not parallel to the applied magnetic field. The 

vectors rm can be transformed into the coordinate system of the incident light. For an 

atom at position A with z > 0 in Fig. 2.5 irradiated by the counterpropagating beams 

along Oz at angle e to the field direction this means a simple rotation about 1: 

(1 0 0 
* r = 0 cosi/ sine (2.22) 

\CI -sine cos()) 
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At 0 = 45° and with representation (2.20), these vectors in the unprimed system are: 

1 
r±1 = (2.23) 

With the polarization vectors from Eq. (2.19) the relative excitation probabilities 

become 

4:112 = 0.73 , le± i'012 = 0.25 ,le+ 4+112 = 

= le- 1.+112 = 0.02 (2.24)1E+ e-112 

This calculation tells us that a certain polarization excites mostly one transition and 

the m = 0 excitation has no net effect on the scattering force, since it is equal for both 

polarizations. Thus the atom at A still experiences far more scattering force from the 

43- beam by transition to the ml = -1 sublevel than from the o+ beam, because of the 

Zeeman splitting and the red detuning. The same is true for the beam pair along Oy, so 

that the total force is always restoring towards the line with IBI = 0. However, to make 

a statement about the relative scattering rates between different transitions for real atoms 

under these conditions, one would have to take into account different oscillator 

strengths of the transitions when ground and excited states are degenerate. 

2.4 Properties of Rubidium Relevant for the MOT 

Experiments in laser cooling of neutral atoms are usually done with alkali metals 

like sodium or cesium. These atoms can be approximated as one-electron systems, 

which allows an uncomplicated theoretical treatment of radiative transitions. The D2 

spectral line from the 2S1t2 > 2P3/2 transition is usually the brightest in the spectrum 
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and best suited for resonant radiation pressure, since it also enables optical pumping 

with circularly polarized light to a closed cycle hyperfine transition with AmF = 1. The 

wavelengths of these lines are 589 nm for sodium (Na), 766 nm for potassium (K), 

780 nm for rubidium (Rb), and 852 nm for cesium (Cs). The rubidium line is close to 

the output wavelength of commercially available low power laser diodes, such as those 

used in CD-players, which allows us to build our lasers at relatively low cost. Also 

rubidium has a large mass so that atoms cooled down to the Doppler limit have a 

relatively small rms velocity, resulting in a small bandwidth of the de Broglie 

wavelength -A2RIARb = vnns/v in an atomic beam for interferometric experiments. 

Rubidium has two naturally occurring isotopes, 85Rb and 87Rb, with nuclear 

spins '85 = 5 and '87 = 2, 85Rb is more abundant (72%) and is used for our 

experiments. The high rubidium vapor pressure of approximately 2x10-7 Torr at room 

temperature allows easy absorption spectroscopy in vapor cells. The D2 transition 

from the 5S112 ground state to the 5P312 excited state has a vacuum wavelength of 

= 780.24 nm (in air 780.03 nm), separated by 15 nm from the D1 line to the 

5P112 excited state. The radiative lifetime of the 5P312 state is z = 26.5 ns, 

corresponding to a spontaneous emission rate rair = 6.0 MHz. As mentioned earlier, 

the Doppler-cooling limit is TD = 140 .tK and the minimum rms velocity at this limit 

vmin = 12 cm/s, compared to the recoil velocity vR = 6 mm/s. The two isotopes are 

distinct in their hyperfine structure since the level splitting of 85Rb is only about half the 

size of 87Rb (Fig. 2.6). The energy differences of the excited state structures are much 

smaller than the 3 GHz and 7 GHz ground state splitting, which are clearly resolvable 

with simple absorption spectroscopy, as seen in Fig. 2.7 . 
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Fig. 2.6. Energy-level diagram for the hyperfine structure of 85Rb and 
87Rb. Values are taken from Ref. [22]. Note the different energy scales for 

ground and excited state of the D2 line: on the lower GHz-scale the 
complete excited state splitting for 85Rb would be twice the line thickness of 

the 5P312 center of gravity. The absolute transition frequency is 
3.8x105 GHz. 
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We use the F = 3 - F' = 4 hyperfine transition of the 85Rb D2 line to provide 

the radiation pressure in the MOT, which has a saturation intensity of /0 

1.6 mW/cm2. The Zeeman splitting of the two levels is determined by their Lande 

factors gF. From the formulas for angular momentum coupling they can be evaluated to 

gF=3 = for the ground state and gr=4= .1-1 for the excited state. Their gyromagnetic 

ratios YF = gF/iBlh are yF=3/27V = 0.5 MHz/G and yr=4/27r = 1.5 MHz/G. The 

spatial variation of the atomic resonance frequency is then at maximum the splitting for 

the mF = 3 to mF, = 4 transition with 2.2 MHz/mm for a field gradient of 5 G/cm. 

This implies that an atom at rest about 3 mm away from the trap center experiences the 

maximum force for this transition. This gives an impression about the size of the trap 

one has to expect. 

Since a rubidium atom has to undergo many thousand scattering processes to be 

cooled down from the low velocity tail of the velocity distribution, optical pumping 

must play a major role in this mechanism, particularly hyperfine optical pumping. 

Hyperfine pumping to the F = 2 ground state occurs due to the possibility of off-

resonant transitions to other upper hyperfine levels like F' = 3, which is close to the 

resonance of F' = 4. From there atoms can relax to the F = 2 ground state, where they 

are not accessible by the laser tuned to the trapping transition F = 3 --> F' = 4. After 

some time the F = 3 state would be depleted. This can be overcome by a second laser 

tuned to the F = 2 ) F' = 3 hyperfine transition (Fig. 2.6), which optically pumps the 

atoms very quickly back to the F = 3 ground state. 

Fig. 2.7 shows an absorption spectrum of the 5S1/2 5P312 transition for both 

rubidium isotopes, obtained with the technique explained in section 3.3 . It clearly 

shows the four Doppler-broadened absorption peaks arising from the excitation of the 
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Fig.Fig. 2.7. Absorption spectrum of the rubidium D2 line. A range of 
about 10 GHz is shown, with frequency increasing to the right. A scale can 

be obtained from the line spacing. The slightly sloping background arises 

from the modulation of the diode laser current 

ground state hyperfine levels. These are from left to right: 87Rb F = 2 -9 F' = 1, 2, 3; 

85Rb F = 3 > F' = 2, 3, 4; 85Rb F = 2 > Ft = 1, 2, 3; 87Rb F = 1 > F' = 0, 1,2. 

The trapping transition is at the center of the second peak and the pumping transition at 

the center of the third peak. Lamb dips are visible inside some of the Doppler peaks, 

which correspond to the individual hyperfine transitions or their crossovers. This will 

be explained in more detail in section 3.3 . 
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Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus consists of several parts: the lasers, a Fabry-Perot 

resonator for the laser frequency control, an absorption spectroscopy apparatus used to 

determine the laser frequency, optical components needed to achieve the desired beam 

properties, and the rubidium vapor cell with the magnetic coils (Fig. 3.1). 

glass cell 
Asaturated 

cavity 4absorptiontrapping verticallock spectroscopylaser beam 
50% 

2H 

/ 
spatial filter beam splitter 

absorptionpumping 
spectroscopylaser 

Fig. 3.1 Schematic of the experimental apparatus. 
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3.1 The Diode Lasers 

3.1.1 Operation of Semiconductor Lasers and Mode Selection 

Diode lasers are a convenient choice if a low power laser operating at near 

infrared wavelengths with easily modulated frequency is needed. The physical 

principles of their light emission are the same as in ordinary light emitting diodes. We 

will briefly review some simple features of their theory of operation [23], especially 

those of interest for our application, like their output properties. Laser diodes are 

highly doped semiconductors with a p-n junction. A current through the forward 

biased diode drives electrons and holes into the junction region where they recombine 

and produce photons. The energy of the emitted photons corresponds to the band gap 

of the semiconductor, the energy difference between the conduction and valence bands 

or equivalently speaking the difference between the energy levels of electrons and 

holes. Since the detailed distribution of electrons in the valence and conduction bands 

is important for the photon energy and wavelength, the photon emission depends 

strongly on temperature and current, such that the emission wavelength increases with 

increasing temperature or current. For our diodes these rates are about 0.3 nm/K and 

0.01 nm/mA. The temperature dependence implies a need for good thermal 

stabilization to reduce frequency fluctuations, but the current dependence can be very 

advantageous since it makes frequency modulation by simple current modulation 

possible. Of course the power output of the laser is a function of current, too. Above 

threshold, the power increases linearly with the current at about 0.8 mW/mA. Thus 

any frequency scan of the laser done by a modulation of the drive current also causes a 

change in laser power. 
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A laser diode achieves lasing activity due to a population inversion and a gain 

medium inside a resonant cavity. The cavity is usually aligned in the plane of the 

junction with the mirrors established by the semiconductor crystal itself because the 

high index of refraction of the material provides enough internal reflection. To inhibit 

light amplification in directions other than the cavity, the other four sides of the diode 

are usually roughened. Population inversion occurs when the current exceeds a certain 

value, the threshold current. Then the number of conduction band electrons in the 

junction region is high enough that stimulated emission of a photon is the most 

probable process and a net gain of the light intensity is achieved. The nature of the p-n 

junction itself confines the lasing action in the dimension perpendicular to the junction 

plane. Confinement within a narrow stripe in this plane can be induced by two basic 

mechanisms, gain-guiding or index-guiding. Gain-guided lasers have a stripe electrode 

which confines the flux of the charge carriers. Index-guiding uses a wave guide 

groove, formed with two different materials, next to the active material. The different 

refractive indices result in the confinement of the light within the junction plane. 

The laser output at the end facet of the diode has an elliptical cross-section. The 

small output size causes diffraction and results in a divergent far field output beam of 

elliptical shape with the minor axis in the plane of the junction (Fig. 3.2). Typical 

angles of divergence are 60° for the major and 15° for the minor axis. The polarization 

direction of the output is along the minor axis of the beam ellipsis. An additional 

complication of laser diodes is their astigmatism. The rays of the major and minor axes 

seem to originate from different points. Rays perpendicular to the junction plane come 

from the end facet of the semiconductor and rays in the junction plane from 5 to 50 gm 

inside the material. Index-guided lasers usually have smaller astigmatism than gain-

guided lasers. 
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Fig. 3.2. Output properties of a diode laser. The drawings illustrate the 

divergent elliptical laser beam and its astigmatism. 

This astigmatism makes it impossible to perfectly collimate a diode laser beam for 

both transverse directions or to focus it to one spot with simple optics. If one needs a 

collimated round laser beam without these disadvantages, corrections can be made. A 

collimator system can make the beam parallel in one dimension. However, to collect all 

of the divergent beam a lens system with small focal ratio or f-number is required, e.g. 

the ratio of focal length over clear aperture has to be less than 1.0 for a 60° angle of 

divergence. The collimation of the other direction can be achieved with a cylindrical 

lens, which changes the system focal length in only one dimension and thus corrects 

the astigmatism. The elliptical beam can be transformed into a round beam with a pair 

of anamorphic prisms. These are two identical prisms, which are positioned as shown 

in Fig. 3.3, so that the output beam is displaced parallel to the input beam. The prisms 

keep the beam collimated, but magnify it in one dimension, so that the output beam has 

a circular cross-section. 
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Fig. 3.3. Beam magnification with anamorphic prisms. 

The diode lasers we used are Sharp LT024MDO diodes operating at about 

785 nm. They are index-guided heterojunction lasers with laser threshold at 45 mA 

injection current and typical power output of about 20 mW at 75 mA. We used a 

7 mm collimation lens with f-number 1.28, which was slightly too small to collect all 

emitted light in the wide dimension of the beam ellipse. The diffraction from this 

aperture caused fringes in the far field, which gave the normally Gaussian like intensity 

profile of the beam an overlying structure. We corrected this problem with spatial 

filtering, which will be described in more detail in section 3.4 . 

Each laser diode prefers to lase at one of a certain set of wavelengths determined 

by the longitudinal modes of the laser cavity. The spacing of theses modes is given by 

the free spectral range (FSR) 2n1 of the cavity, where n = 3 indicates the refractive 

index of the diode material and 1 the length of the cavity, i.e. the diode. Our diodes had 

a FSR of 150 GHz or 0.3 nm at a laser wavelength of 780 nm. A free running diode 

laser stays on the mode with the highest gain, which will change with temperature and 

injection current of the diode. The gain profile can be modulated and thus a specific 

mode selected, by placing a glass plate in front of the diode (indicated in Fig. 3.5). 

Theoretically the addition of the glass plate can be treated as a three mirror cavity with 

appropriate reflectivities. This modulates the gain curve in a sinusoidal manner [24]. 

Changing the distance of the glass plate to the laser diode displaces the modulation such 
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that a certain peak can be enhanced relative to the others. This technique allows one to 

select a certain laser mode and prevents hopping to neighboring modes. For our 

experiment we used a 0.15 mm thick glass plate mounted about 50 gm in front of the 

diode on a piezoelectric transducer so that different laser modes could be selected by 

changing the voltage applied to the piezo. 

3.1.2 Diode Current and Temperature Control 

Since the laser frequency is dependent upon injection current and temperature, 

care must be taken to control these parameters. We used a low noise current regulation 

circuit that kept the injection current noise below 1 gA. Our diodes had a tuning rate 

of 3.8 GHz/mA, so the current noise induced fluctuations of about 4 MHz. The diode 

drivers were also battery powered, to eliminate any disturbances or spikes from the 

power lines, which could damage or degrade the laser chip. 

To control the laser diode temperature we employed a controller (Fig. 3.4) which 

sensed deviations from a set temperature with a resistance bridge that included a 

thermistor in thermal contact with the diode. The error signal was amplified and fed to 

proportional, integral, and differential gain stages (PID), which in turn regulated the 

power to a peltier cooler. This established a feedback loop, in which the laser 

temperature showed the properties of a damped harmonic oscillator. The purpose of 

the PID was to ensure that the diode laser approached the set temperature with a 

minimum of overshooting and to prevent feedback oscillations of the temperature. The 

integrator provided the necessary signal to maintain power to the cooler once 

equilibrium was reached. Therefore its gain had to be larger when the diode had to be 

cooled more. The proportional amplifier determined the damping rate for reaching a 
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new set point, but too much gain would result in oscillations of the system. (It was 

very sensitive to changes of the gain, as can be seen from its large contribution to the 

summing amplifier.) Turning the potentiometer screw in the proportional feedback 

loop about a quarter turn from a proper position was enough to start oscillations. 

Changes to the integral and differential gain stages had less effect on the circuit 

performance. The circuit we used was developed by Bradley et al. [25], but adapted to 

our needs to provide only one direction of the peltier current. We did not have to heat 

the lasers since our diodes had to be cooled down to about 0 °C in order to operate at 

the Rb-wavelength of 780.24 nm. This required a cooling current of 2 to 4 A. The 

peltier cooler was mounted between an aluminum plate holding the laser diode and a 

copper heat sink, which was water cooled. To prevent disturbing air currents as well 

as water condensation, the whole laser with collimation lens, mode selection glass 

plate, and peltier cooler was placed in an evacuated housing (see figure 3.5 in the next 

section). 

Since the circuit of Bradley et al. provided an error signal sensitivity of 

30 mV/mK and the monitor showed thermal noise of typically 5 mV, a stability of 

about 0.15 mK could be expected. But as Bradley et al. point out, the imperfect 

thermal contact between laser diode and thermistor results in somewhat larger 

deviations. By assuming that the controller stabilized the temperature only to ±0.3 mK 

the thermal frequency fluctuations and drifts would be reduced down to 45 MHz. 

Therefore the current and temperature controller achieved a total frequency stability 

better than 50 MHz. 
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3.2 Optical Stabilization of the Laser Frequency 

To further stabilize the frequency of the laser operating on the trapping transition, 

we used an optical feedback technique with reflection from a confocal etalon [26]. This 

method for narrowing the diode laser bandwidth was not applied to the pumping laser 

since the electronic stabilization proved to be sufficient. 

A glass plate reflected about 5% of the laser output power and directed it into the 

cavity (Fig. 3.5). The etalon consisted of two curved mirrors of 50 mm radius with 

99% and 99.9% reflectivity, spaced at a distance of L = 50 mm. The mirrors were 

mounted on the ends of a zerodur cylinder, which minimizes thermal length changes. 

The mirror spacing could be changed with a fine thread at the input mirror, providing 

coarse adjustment for confocality, or a piezoelectric element at the output mirror, which 

allows scanning of the resonator over several times the FSR. A 75.6 mm lens was 

placed in front of the etalon to improve coupling of the laser beam to the cavity modes. 

In order to understand the mechanism of the optical feedback, we briefly review 

properties of resonators important for our application [24]. 

A Fabry-Perot etalon exhibits resonances if the wavelength of the incident light 

A.permits a standing wave between the mirrors, L = q 2- with q an integer. The light 

power inside the cavity is substantially higher than the incident power on resonance 

(e.g. a factor of 100 for two 99% mirrors), and vanishes rapidly away from resonance. 

Thus only on resonance is light transmitted, and the etalon acts as an optical filter. 

Correspondingly, the reflected light is given by the interference of the direct reflection 

from the input mirror and the transmission from inside the cavity through the input 

mirror. Its behavior is nearly total reflection off resonance and a sharp minimum on 

resonance. To use a resonator for optical feedback to a diode laser, transmitted light is 
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directed back into the laser, where it can enhance the stimulated emission of that 

resonance frequency closest to the free running laser frequency. This situation is 

provided by the tilted geometry of our confocal etalon (see figure 3.5). When the 

incident beam enters the cavity at the mirror center, but with an angle to the optical axis, 

the stable mode is a V-shaped path as geometric optics would predict. This 

configuration is equivalent to a three mirror cavity with an effective length 2L and it 

results in a FSR of = 1.5 GHz. It has the advantage that the light going straight 

back to the light source has no contribution from the external reflection and therefore 

shows the intensity behavior of transmitted light with a maximum at resonance. For 

optimum feedback the returning light also has to be in phase with the standing wave 

inside the laser cavity. We control the return phase by changing the optical pathlength 

with the piezo-mounted mirror which directs the laser beam into the resonator. A 

change of about 50 V in the voltage applied to the piezo element moves the mirror 

enough to change the return phase by 2n. 

(V\Ai dither phase 
sensitive 
detector 

phase 
mirror coupling lens 

piezo 
TgeL

detector.L= 
confocal etalon 

collimation lens 
glass plate 

1.1 laser diode 
peltier cooler 
copper block 

Fig. 3.5. Schematic of the diode laser system with optical feedback. 
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The lens in front of the etalon is used to optimize the coupling of light into the 

cavity and the collimation of the beam returning to the diode. This lens must overcome 

the defocusing of the etalon input mirror which acts as a piano- concave lens. A 

complete mode-match to the lowest-order transverse mode of the cavity would require a 

lens with focal length of about 50 cm for our geometry and beam size, which is too 

long to be practical. Our coupling lens will therefore excite a mixture of several modes, 

but for a confocal resonator these modes will coincide in frequency with higher-order 

longitudinal modes and do not reduce the resolution of the cavity. The optimum 

position for our lens with fi = 75.6 mm can be estimated from the image distance s2 of 

the cavity center at object distance s1 = 25 mm from the lens/mirror, whose focal 
1length is fm = (n - 1)-1(07D - )1 E.--. -100 mm for a refractive index n ...-- 1.5 ofmm

the lens material. Then the length 

( 1 1 )-1 
(3.1)fl s2 =11 + (--100 mm 25 mm) mmE.

gives a good starting point for the distance between lens and etalon, which can be 

optimized by monitoring the cavity transmission at the back for maximum intensity at 

resonance. 

The complete alignment of the resonator, which had to be redone once in a while, 

is described in the following. The Fabry-Perot etalon was fixed in a kinematic mount, 

which allowed the etalon to be tilted at any angle, and for best mechanical stability it 

was mounted on the same aluminum platform that supported the evacuated laser 

housing. First, the beam and the etalon were aligned for a level horizontal beam input, 

2" above the platform without the coupling lens, by adjusting the beamsplitter and the 

phase mirror. Incidence along the optical axis was examined by centering the reflection 

off the curved input mirror with a triangular aperture cut into a paper card. The 
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alignment was done for the reflection from the first surface of the beamsplitting 

window and not for the slightly displaced ghost image from the second surface, but 

there was no significant difference between the two for the final feedback. The cavity 

length was scanned by applying a triangular wave from a Tektronix FG502 Function 

Generator to the piezo element that supported the output mirror. The transmission 

through the etalon was detected by a photodetector behind the output mirror and the 

signal monitored with an oscilloscope. For a triangular signal of 250 V peak to peak 

driving the cavity piezo, the transmission showed a scan over five resonance peaks per 

half cycle, their spacing corresponding to a change in length of a quarter wavelength. 

The resonance signal was then maximized by adjusting beamsplitter and phase mirror, 

which had to be changed synchronously to keep the beam incident at the center of the 

input mirror once that position was found. Changing the etalon angle had no 

significant effect at this point but became important for optimizing the feedback. 

Sometimes the transmission signal showed asymmetrical peaks, which arose from 

resonances with higher-order transverse modes at slightly different cavity lengths and 

indicated a deviation from perfect confocality. That was corrected by repositioning the 

front mirror of the resonator so that the peaks became symmetric. This correction also 

increased the peak height. 

Next, the focusing lens was placed in the beam path, which greatly increased the 

coupling and therefore the cavity output. The lens was adjusted to maximize the 

resonance signal. Even without the tilted configuration, the laser already began to lock 

to the feedback. This was recognizable from the square wave nature of the resonance 

curve, which meant that the laser was in resonance with the cavity over a broad range 

of frequencies. The laser beam was then tilted vertically to enter the etalon at an angle 

from slightly below, taking care that it was kept incident on the center of the input 
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mirror. It was preferable that the beam was directed upward since the lens holder 

positioned the lens slightly below the optical axis of the etalon and was not adjustable in 

height, so that the tilted beam went through the center of the lens. By adjusting the 

angles of beamsplitter, phase mirror, and etalon and moving the lens, locking over half 

to a quarter of the resonance spacing or about 700 MHz could be achieved. Optimal 

locking of the laser frequency would result in a pure square-wave-like transmission 

signal, where the laser would be in resonance with the cavity over a range of the mirror 

scan. However, the phase of the light returning to the laser changes during the scan 

due to optical pathlength changes, and the resulting resonance transmission is shown in 

Fig. 3.6 . The additional structure can be understood as a compensating cavity phase 

change which permits the return phase to remain within locking range [26]. The laser 

frequency is locked best to the cavity when the signal height is maximal and the 

transmission signal most nearly approximates a square wave. 

I 
optimal locking point

unlocking
pointsI\ / Nlocking 

...n i range

phase jump

Cavity Detuning

Fig.Fig. 3.6. Transmission signal through the cavity during a scan of the 
output mirror. A high light intensity indicates that the laser is optically 
locked to the cavity resonance. The peaks within the range of locking are 

due to jumps in the resonance that compensate for changes of the return 
phase. 
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The structure could be moved through the range of locking by moving the phase 

mirror and thus changing the optical pathlength by means of a DC-offset voltage 

applied to the piezo element. This is important since the frequency the laser operates at 

should be at an optimal locking point, away from phase jumps and unlocking points. 

In order to electronically lock resonator and laser to a certain frequency, a stable scan 

over a small range, about 150 MHz, within the locking range had to be achieved first. 

To eliminate phase jumps during the scan the phase mirror had to be scanned 

synchronously with the cavity mirror so that the transmission was always at the optimal 

locking point and the feedback lock was optimized. First this was attempted by simply 

driving the mirror from the same signal generator that scanned the resonator, but with 

amplitude and DC-offset regulated to maximize the transmission. However, slow drifts 

in the laser phase, probably due to changes in the voltage applied to the piezo element 

with the glass plate for mode selection, caused phase jump peaks to move into the 

scanning range so that the optimum feedback was not preserved. Even though trapping 

of atoms in the MOT was possible under these conditions, the laser frequency became 

unstable often after less than 15 seconds and did not allow any detailed examinations 

of the trap. 

To stabilize the optical feedback over a longer time, we employed a lock-in 

technique which electronically corrected the phase mirror position to stay at optimum 

feedback. For this the phase mirror was dithered with a 2 kHz sinusoidal wave from a 

BK Precision 3017 A Function Generator at 4 V amplitude peak to peak applied to the 

piezo. The resulting modulation of the transmission signal through the cavity was 

detected with a Princeton Applied Research Lock-In Amplifier 128A referenced to the 

original dithering signal. The basic principle was that the modulation on different sides 

of a maximum would be 180° out of phase so that for a fixed resonance frequency the 
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phase sensitive detection of the modulated signal generated an error signal with 

opposite signs, depending on whether the transmission signal was to the left or the 

right of a maximum, and a zero signal for optimum feedback right on top. This error 

signal was fed to a servo controller whose output was added to the dithering signal with 

a Tektronix AM 502 Differential Amplifier. This established the feedback loop for 

controlling the phase mirror position: when the loop was closed by switching on the 

servo controller, the error signal from the lock-in amplifier was integrated by the servo 

controller whose output changed the phase mirror position until the error signal 

vanishes. When changes in the transmission signal occurred, caused by the cavity scan 

or by drifts of the system, they were detected by the changing modulation signal and 

corrected for such that the phase mirror followed the scan or drift and the transmission 

signal stayed at optimal locking. Since the dithering frequency of 2 kHz was much 

larger than the scanning frequency at 5 Hz, the response was fast enough to achieve a 

synchronous scan of resonator and phase mirror. However, the corrections to the drift 

mentioned above sometimes reached the limit of the piezo driver. The resulting 

unlocking could be compensated by corrections to the laser diode injection current, 

usually even without resetting the servo loop. The phase mirror corrections to those 

drifts caused the resonance frequency to drift, too, due to the optical pathlength change 

between the two cavities, laser diode and etalon, even though the piezo for the 

resonator mirror was very stable. This required then a similar servo loop for correcting 

the etalon length, described in section 3.3. 

The settings of the lock-in amplifier and servo controller for a proper operation of 

the feedback loop were obtained in the following way. With the signal input from the 

photodetector behind the non-scanning cavity to the side of a maximum, and the 

reference from the signal generator trigger, the phase controls of the lock-in amplifier 
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were adjusted to minimum meter reading at the lock-in amplifier. Changing then the 

quadrant switch by 90° guarantees best error signals with zero at maximum cavity 

transmission. A signal sensitivity of 2.5 mV and 10 ms output time constant achieved 

a dispersion-like output signal with no overload and acceptable noise when the cavity 

was scanning. The servo control box allowed several different adjustments, especially 

variable gain over a wide range. Once the proper settings were found a modified circuit 

with only necessary features and appropriate gain was built (Fig. 3.7). The correct 

combination of inversion switch and phase quadrant (0° or 180° at lock-in amplifier) 

ensured the proper direction of the piezo voltage correction. The offset voltage 

determined the position on the dispersion curve where the feedback loop would lock, 

and was adjusted to about zero offset so that the cavity transmission showed no 

modulation from the dithering once the circuit was closed. Sometimes oscillations of 

the phase mirror drive signal due to overshoot from the feedback loop would occur, 

which could be eliminated by the right combination of gain value, dither amplitude, and 

lock-in sensitivity, so that a nearly triangular phase mirror drive signal synchronous to 

the resonator scan would be achieved. 
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Fig. 3.7. Circuit diagram for the phase mirror servo controller. 

3.3 Frequency Calibration and Frequency Lock 

To determine the frequency of the laser during the cavity scan and to lock it to the 

frequency needed for the MOT, we set up a saturated absorption spectrometer with part 

of the laser output reflected from a beamsplitter (Fig 3.8). Part of the light went as a 

probe beam directly through an evacuated cylindrical glass cell with a room-temperature 

vapor from some drops of rubidium. The other part was directed around the cell to 

enter it from the opposite direction as a saturating beam and intersected the probe beam 

at a small angle. The transmitted intensity of the probe beam was monitored by a 

photodetector. For a scan of the laser diode current, the signal exhibited the typical 

Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum as shown in Fig. 2.7, with Lamb dips due to 

saturation effects. 
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Fig. 3.8. Arrangement of the laser beams for saturated absorption 
spectroscopy of the trapping laser in a Rb vapor cell. The acousto-optic 

modulator was included as explained later in the text. 

These dips result from the so-called "hole burning" of a certain velocity group of 

atoms, which are in resonance with both beams at once. Then the atoms absorb less 

light from the probe beam since the ground state is already partly depleted by the 

saturating beam. Because of Doppler shifts this resonance condition can be satisfied 

either by atoms at rest with laser light at an atomic transition, or by atoms moving at a 

certain velocity along the beam direction, when one beam is shifted up in frequency to 

one transition and the other shifted down to another transition. The first case produces 

a Lamb dip exactly at an atomic resonance, the latter a so-called "crossover resonance" 

at a frequency midway between two atomic resonances. A scan over just these dips is 

shown in Fig. 3.9, where only the three peaks involving the F = 3 -+ F' = 4 

transition are visible because of optical pumping effects. The crossover peaks are 

larger because the F = 3 -4 F' = 2, 3 transitions deplete the ground state even more 

due to optical pumping. The separation between the two crossover peaks is half the 
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Fig. 3.9. Saturated absorption spectrum of Lamb dips at the trapping 
transition. It was obtained by a scan with the optically stabilized laser over 

the top of the largest peak in Fig. 2.7, the excitation of the F = 3 ground 

state of 85Rb. The solid line shows the natural spectrum, the dotted line 

shows the dips shifted by 40 MHz with an acousto-optic modulator in the 

saturating beam. 

energy difference between the F' = 2 and F' = 3 hyperfine levels of the excited state, or 

31.7 MHz, and can be used to calibrate the frequency scale for the cavity scan. 

In order to laser-cool and trap the Rb atoms it is necessary that the frequency of 

the trapping laser is kept at a few natural linewidths (5 to 20 MHz) to the red of the 

atomic transition, and stable within 1 MHz. In the spectrum of Fig. 3.9 this corre

sponds to the side of the small Lamb dip towards the crossover peaks. The pumping 

laser did not have to be as stable, so simple absorption spectroscopy with only one 

beam was used to determine its frequency and to tune it to the top of the pumping 

transition peak by adjusting the laser diode current. As mentioned earlier, system drifts 

made it necessary to electronically lock the the trapping laser with an additional servo 

controller, similar to that of Fig. 3.7 . The saturated absorption signal was used as an 

error signal to control the piezo of the cavity mirror. The feedback loop was closed by 

switching the controller from a cavity-scanning mode to a locking mode. A DC-offset 
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added to the absorption signal gave control over the locking point along the side of the 

resonance dip. 

It was not possible to lock the cavity directly to the side of the resonance Lamb 

dip, because the signal height was too small. Therefore, we used an acousto-optic 

(AO-) modulator to shift the Lamb dip spectrum so that the trapping frequency would 

be at the side of the larger crossover peak (Fig. 3.9), where it was easier for the servo 

controller to lock. However, before starting the servo feedback the range for the cavity 

scan had to be chosen so that the offset signal had no further zero points other than the 

locking point, otherwise the controller would correct in the wrong direction once the 

frequency was beyond the second zero point. 

The AO-modulator was placed in the saturating beam (Fig. 3.8) at an angle that 

allowed Bragg diffraction of the light from the acoustic wavefront moving in the AO-

crystal. The beam diffracted towards the ultrasound source was shifted to the red by 

the RF frequency driving the AO-modulator, namely 80 MHz, and was easily sepa

rated from the undiffracted beam by a mirror about 30 cm down the beam line, which 

directed the shifted beam into the absorption cell. We used a Crystal Technology AO-

Modulator 3080 driven by a Model 1080 Driver in a frequency modulating version. A 

circuit to control the modulation frequency from 50 MHz to 110 MHz was designed 

that allowed manual setting via a potentiometer as well as a sweeping mode from a 0.5 

to 2.5 V input signal. The frequency shifted saturating beam affects the resonance dips 

of the spectrum such that they are shifted to higher frequencies by half the modulation 

frequency. This can be understood in terms of the resonance condition for the Lamb 

dip: both beams are seen at the same frequency only for atoms moving towards the 

saturating beam which experience a Doppler shift of 40 MHz. Thus the laser must be 
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40 MHz above the atomic transition frequency to be in resonance with these atoms and 

to produce the Lamb dip. 

With the laser optically locked to the cavity, the phase mirror optimized with the 

servo loop, and the cavity length electronically locked to the absorption spectrum at the 

side of the shifted crossover peak, the laser frequency was stable enough to trap atoms 

in the MOT for several minutes. Often the MOT was stable even up to twenty minutes if 

no disturbances like vibrations or shocks occurred nor any readjustments of the 

electronics were done, which could cause very slow oscillations before the system 

again reached equilibrium. However, the stability was destroyed if the diode laser 

experienced strong optical feedback from some other source, such as the retroreflected 

beams in the MOT. Usually the frequency lock could then be restored by resetting the 

servo controller. 

3.4 Beam Transformation 

The output of our stabilized trapping laser had an elliptical cross-section of 4 mm 

by 7 mm with the larger beam diameter nearly horizontal. The polarization was nearly 

vertical. The output power was 15 mW after parts of the beam were separated for the 

cavity lock and the spectroscopic frequency calibration. The beam was slightly 

diverging, but a readjustment of the collimation lens inside the evacuated laser housing 

would not have guaranteed a better collimation since the mount for the lens is subject to 

thermal contraction when the laser diode was cooled down to about freezing point. The 

beam was also astigmatic since we did not correct for that. The pumping laser had a 

smaller output beam of about 3 mm by 5 mm with the same orientation and 

polarization as the trapping laser, but a lower power. 
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The first setup of the optical components we used to produce the six mutually 

orthogonal and circularly polarized beams required for the MOT was similar to the 

schematic drawing in Fig. 3.1 . A 5 m convex lens compensated for a slight beam 

divergence, the pumping beam was combined with the trapping beam by a plate beam-

splitter and the following polarizer defined a vertical polarization. The following 30/70 

(reflection over transmission) and 50/50 plate beamsplitters generated three beams with 

an approximately equal power of 2 mW in each beam at the trapping frequency. Two 

zero-order quarter waveplates in front and behind the glass cell and a retroreflecting 

mirror provided the required opposite circular polarizations for each beam pair. 

However, a perfect retroreflection was not possible, since that caused a large optical 

feedback to the diode laser. Therefore, the reflected beams always had to be slightly 

misaligned so that they would not hit the laser diode. 

The first quarter waveplate of each pair had to be aligned such that its optic axis 

was at 45° relative to the linear polarization direction. Based on the property that 

circularly polarized light conserves its polarization relative to the incident beam direction 

upon reflection from a mirror (in other words the light "conserves its spin"), the 

polarization of the light reflected back through the quarter waveplate was linear but 

orthogonal to the incident polarization for the 45° configuration only. Thus the 

transmission back through the polarizer, which was measured by the reflection from a 

beamsplitter, had a minimum at the required quarter waveplate position. The second 

quarter wave plate could then be positioned at an arbitrary angle because of the 

symmetry of the incident circularly polarized light. As it turned out the marks on the 

quarter waveplates indicated the slow axis of the birefringent waveplate material, so that 

linearly polarized light was converted into cs' light ("spin parallel to propagation") 
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when that slow axis was turned 45° counter-clockwise (as seen in beam direction) from 

the polarization direction and vice versa. 

As mentioned earlier, the laser beam from the trapping laser exhibited a fringe 

structure in the far field due to an aperture effect at the collimating lens. Additionally, 

the plate beamsplitters introduced more fringe structure, probably because of non-ideal 

flatness. These effects resulted in an inhomogeneous cloud of trapped atoms in the 

MOT. It became necessary to eliminate these problems with an improved setup where 

the beam was spatially filtered and the beamsplitters replaced by better quality 10 mm 

cube beam splitters. These changes improved the quality of the trap substantially as 

shown in chapter 4. Since we expected a better power throughput of the spatial filter 

for a circular beam, we tried an anamorphic prism pair, but this increased the astigma

tism of the slightly diverging beam. The astigmatism of our lasers had not been 

corrected for, so the anamorphic prisms had a negative effect on the throughput of the 

spatial filter in our case. 

Our spatial filter system consisted of two cemented doublet lenses with focal 

lengths 38.10 mm and 50.80 mm, which also expanded the beam by a factor 3. We 

tried different size pinholes, 10, 15, and 20 gm, and measured the maximum power 

throughput and beam dimensions. Since the laser beam had an elliptical cross-section, 

its waist at the focal point was also elliptical. With the 10 pm pinhole the spatial filter 

had a nearly circular beam output, but with more power loss (60% throughput) than for 

the larger 20 gm pinhole (86% throughput), where the beam output was still elliptical 

but without any fringe structure. However, the output from the 20 gm pinhole 

exhibited a reduced intensity in the beam center compared to the outside, which made it 

unsuitable for our trapping experiment. On the other hand, the power loss at the 

10 gm pinhole had the additional disadvantage of producing strong optical feedback to 
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the diode laser due to reflection. The feedback was strong enough compared to that 

from the confocal etalon, that it made it impossible to achieve a stable frequency lock. 

So we chose the 15 gm pinhole as a compromise and used a high power version of it 

in an inverted mounting with the anodized side towards the laser to reduce reflections. 

The 15 pm pinhole achieved 79% throughput, namely 12.0 mW, with an elliptical 

beam cross-section of 5 mm by 9 mm. 

The spatial filter also increased the optical feedback from the retroreflected beams 

back to the diode laser. This became obvious when the MOT was first operated with 

only the beam expander without the pinhole. Under this condition a stable locking of 

the laser could be achieved with very little misalignment of the reflected beams, but then 

the locking became unstable when the pinhole was introduced. Probably some struc

ture was introduced in the beam profile due to apertures at the beamsplitters and quarter 

wave plates and was then transmitted by the pinhole back towards the laser diode. To 

make the optical locking possible and stable we introduced a 50% neutral density filter 

behind the spatial filter, so that the "wrong" feedback was reduced to one fourth. If 

positions for the reflecting mirrors were then found where the cavity transmission (Fig. 

3.6) did not show any additional unlocking points or a reduced range of locking, the 

laser could achieve a stable frequency over several minutes, even up to 20 minutes. 

For this final version of the improved setup, including the neutral density filter, 

we measured the light power in each of the three orthogonal beams before they entered 

the Rb cell. These power values were 1.05 mW, 1.22 mW, and 1.40 mW, leading to 

an average of 1.22 mW with up to 15% deviation. Behind the Rb cell we measured a 

reduction of 20% due to reflection losses from the windows and absorption inside the 

cell (laser was on trapping transition, no pumping laser). From the average power and 

the beam size, the beam intensity could be estimated and compared to the saturation 
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intensity of rubidium of 1.6 mW/cm2. Assuming a uniform power distribution over 

the beam cross-section would yield an intensity of 3.1 mW/cm2, an elliptical Gaussian 

distribution would yield a peak intensity of 7.0 mW/cm2. The actual intensity is 

probably somewhere in between, especially since the beam size was measured from 

what was visible with a paper card, which is definitely not accurate for our wavelength 

in the near infrared. However, these values say clearly that our intensity is on the order 

of three times the saturation intensity. 

3.5 The Rubidium Vapor Cell 

In our experiments we used a vapor cell similar to the one used by Monroe et al. 

in their first work on a vapor cell MOT [8]. Fig. 3.10 shows the three-dimensional 

cross of the 1" diameter glass cylinders, of which the two horizontal arms are 7.5 cm 

long, with windows at all six ends, . The cell also has a reservoir with the rubidium 

metal and a connection to a Varian Ion Pump. Since the inhomogeneous magnetic field 

from that ion pump might have perturbed our MOT, we separated the pump further 

from the cell in the improved setup with an extension pipe. 

In this cell we had difficulties with the vapor pressure and density of atoms. 

Absorption measurements showed that the density of rubidium was lower than in the 

other Rb cell which we used for absorption spectroscopy and which is also 7.5 cm 

long. We measured 2.2% absorption in the trapping cell at the strongest resonance 

line, compared to 44% in the absorption cell. We assumed that the cause for this 

behavior was the metal parts connected to the glass cell, which could in some way bind 

or react with the Rb atoms. The rubidium in the reservoir could be heated above the 

melting point with a simple current carrying wire wound on the reservoir finger. In this 
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Fig. 3.10 Schematic of the rubidium vapor cell with rectangular coils. 

way we could increase the density of atoms in the vapor which we measured from the 

increased absorption signal of a beam going through the cell. For a heating power of 

3.5 W through the wire the absorption at the strongest resonance line reached 44% of 

the light power, the value for the absorption cell without any metal parts at room 

temperature. We assumed this value to represent the room temperature vapor pressure 

of 2x1e Tom But the lower vapor pressure had the advantage that there were fewer 

collisions and less scattered light from the background Other groups even make some 

effort to cool part of the cell down to achieve a lower pressure. 

We constructed the anti-Helmholtz coils for the MOT by winding magnet wire 

around a short glass cylinder of 41 mm outer diameter. When mounted on both sides 

of one arm of the cell, the mean spacing of the coils was 38 mm. To achieve a field 

gradient at the center of 5 G/cm in the symmetry plane and 10 G/cm along the 

rotational axis, we needed a current of 2.9 A through the 20 turns of each coil. The 

rectangular coils were wound on grooved aluminum rectangles which were screwed on 

a U-holder to hold them at a fixed separation to both sides of the cell, so that they could 
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be moved and rotated easily. The dimensions of the rectangular coils were 120 mm x 

34 mm with 25 turns each and their spacing was 46 mm. This resulted in slightly 

different field gradients in the two transverse directions, a difference of = 6%. Also the 

current along the short sides of the rectangles produced a small axial field with a 

gradient at the center of =, 5% of the transverse gradient. Usually we had a current of 

2.3 A applied, resulting in an average transverse field gradient of 5.4 G/cm. 

For the improved set up we also constructed three orthogonal pairs of square 

Helmholtz coils, a "Helmholtz cube", to compensate for any background magnetic 

field, i.e. from the earth field, which can disturb the position of the trapped atoms. The 

coils were 20 cm on a side and were wound with 20 turns of thick magnet wire. The 

adjustment of the current is briefly explained in section 4.1.3. The current required for 

the field compensation was 0.4 A for the field in vertical direction, 0.1 A for one 

horizontal direction and no current for the third field direction. 

The fluorescence from the atoms in the vapor and in the trap when they were 

irradiated by near-resonant light was observed by two CCD-cameras (charge coupled 

device). These cameras are sensitive to near infrared light so that we could easily 

observe the beams inside the cell by their scattered light. This was also very useful for 

the alignment of the three beams to make them intersect each other. We positioned the 

cameras at different viewing angles so that we could get an idea about the three-

dimensionality of the beams and later of the cloud of trapped atoms. The pictures from 

the cameras could also be recorded on the computer with a frame grabber and 

appropriate software. That is how the pictures of the trap in chapter 4 were made. The 

magnification of the camera was calibrated by viewing a calipers scale, taking care that 

the focus of the camera was not changed from the imaging of the trap. A recorded 

picture of the calipers was used to set the scale for the imaging software. 
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Chapter 4

Results on Trapping Atoms

4.1 Qualitative Results 

The experimental apparatus presented in the previous chapter allowed us to trap 

atoms from rubidium vapor inside the evacuated glass cell. With the trapping laser 

optically locked to the cavity, the beams properly intersecting at the center of the mag

netic field with the correct polarizations, and the pumping laser irradiating the center 

region as well, the trap was started by driving the cavity resonance to the correct 

frequency, about one linewidth to the red. We did this either by manual control with 

the DC-voltage applied to the cavity piezo or with the frequency servo locked to the side 

of the crossover peak. We observed that atoms were trapped when the CCD-cameras 

recorded a strong fluorescence signal from the center of the glass cell, visible by a 

bright spot on the monitor. We observed this trapping of atoms for different coil con

figurations: anti-Helmholtz coils (Fig. 4.1a), rectangular coils with symmetry axis 

parallel to one of the beam axes (Fig. 4.1b), and for rectangular coils with their axis on 

a diagonal between two of the beam pairs (Fig. 4.3d), which, to our knowledge, has 

not yet been reported by any other group. Pictures taken from these traps are shown in 

Figs. 4.1 through 4.3 . In the following we describe the observations we made when 

different trap parameters were changed, such as mirror position, total and single beam 

laser intensity , and laser detuning. Following that, we give results from measurements 

of the number of trapped atoms and the loading time of the MOT that we performed. 
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Fig. 4.1 Cloud of trapped atoms in the vapor cell MOT. For the 
improved setup with a) anti-Helmholtz coils and b) rectangular coils. 

4.1.1 Critical Alignment of the Laser Beams 

In the first setup without spatially filtered beams and only simple plate beam-

splitters, the beam alignment was quite crucial in order to achieve a good trap quality. 

The interference structure in the beam profile led to substantial intensity inhomo

geneities over the volume where the six beams intersected. By adjusting the 

retroreflecting mirrors these intensity structures would move through the trapping 

volume such that the cloud of atoms would take different shapes. This was true for 

both field configurations, the anti-Helmholtz coils and the rectangular coils. Even 

though the cloud position was mainly determined by the zero-field point, it moved 

around with the intensity structure. Particularly with the rectangular coils, it often 

occurred that the atoms were not really trapped along a line, but rather two or more 

clouds were connected by a thin line of atoms which moved from one part to the other. 
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This made it difficult to find a combination of mirror positions at which the cloud 

would have maximum brightness and be relatively smooth. 

With the improved setup the internal structure of the cloud was substantially 

reduced and much more regular. The effect of spatial filtering can be seen in Fig. 4.2a 

compared to Fig. 4.1b . For the anti-Helmholtz coils, the internal structure nearly 

vanished and was rather a modulation of the cloud brightness on a length scale of about 

0.3 mm, much smaller than in the first setup. This was only visible for a large f-stop 

of the CCD-camera such that it would not saturate. The striations visible in Figs. 4.2c 

and 4.2d are mainly due to the three-dimensional interference pattern that arises from 

slightly misaligned beams, and misalignment was necessary to reduce the feedback to 

our diode laser. Such striations have been observed and explained by Bigelow and 

Prentiss [27]. They explain how an interference pattern on a length scale much larger 

than the wavelength of the trapping light can arise when two pairs of 

counterpropagating beams are misaligned such that one beam of each pair is tilted in the 

direction perpendicular to both beam pairs. Then each beam pair generates a standing 

wave in their axial direction plus a travelling wave in the common perpendicular 

direction, which has a large wavelength for small angles of misalignment. The 

interference of these two travelling waves causes a large scale interference pattern. 

Following page: Fig. 4.2 Structure in cloud of trapped atoms. a) Linear 

trap without spatial filter. b) Linear trap with "bad" mirror position. c) + d) 

Spherical and linear trap with intensity profile along indicated line (camera at 

large f-stop compared to Fig. 4.1). The image is magnified 3x and 2x, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 4.2 : 
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The structures we observed, which were visible for the MOT with rectangular 

coils over the entire length of the atom cloud, were probably caused by a combination 

of this effect and a weak fringe pattern in the beam profile due to diffraction from the 

edges of the cube beamsplitters. In general, we can confirm the observations of 

Bigelow and Prentiss, who did their investigations with a MOT loaded from an atomic 

beam. In particular, we observed sweeping of the striations along the trap axis when 

one of the mirrors of the beams perpendicular to the axis was moved, in agreement with 

their model. See also Fig. 4.2b for a cloud with structure due to a bad mirror position. 

The beam alignment in the improved setup had no immediate effect on the 

position of the atomic cloud but did alter its shape due to intensity imbalances. This 

was very clear for the MOT with rectangular coils, where tilting of the linear cloud and 

deformation into a sheet of trapped atoms could be observed. When the center of the 

glass cell was imaged by two CCD-cameras from appropriate angles, the spatial 

distribution of the trapped atoms could be estimated quite well. The deformations can 

be understood by considering that the intensity is not constant over the entire beam 

cross-section but approximately of elliptical Gaussian profile. Along any line parallel to 

one of the beam axes the atoms are trapped at a position where the scattering forces 

from both beams are in equilibrium. For different intensities this is at a point where 

IB I * 0. These imbalances can originate from either absorption and reflection losses of 

the retroreflected beam or from misalignment such that the center of the incident beam 

opposes an exterior part of the reflected beam. If for example, the vertical beams are 

separated along the symmetry axis of the magnetic field, the atoms get pushed by the 

high intensity centers of the beams on each side respectively, so that they are trapped 

along a line tilted to the zero-field axis. This case is shown in Fig. 4.3a . The 

deformation of the cloud into a sheet of trapped atoms was observed when the beam 
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separation was perpendicular to the trap axis. Then one beam would have its intensity 

maximum on one side of the axis and the counterpropagating beam on the other side. 

4.1.2 Laser Intensity and Laser Detuning 

A decreased intensity of the laser beams caused fewer atoms to be trapped over a 

smaller volume. However, in the first setup the full power beams resulted in a trapping 

volume that extended over several of the interference maxima mentioned above. A 

change in frequency would then cause the atom cloud to move around between different 

maxima. This made it impossible to recognize the linear shape of the trap for the 

rectangular coils. When the intensity was reduced to 10% by a neutral density filter the 

linear structure could be recognized. For low intensity, the range of detunings at which 

atoms could be trapped was reduced to about a fourth of what it was at full power and 

the detuning for the brightest cloud of atoms was also somewhat smaller. We did no 

similar measurements on the improved setup since the total beam intensity already had 

to be attenuated by half to reduce optical feedback from the retroreflected mirrors and 

the internal structure of the atom cloud was satisfyingly small and changed only 

insignificantly with the laser frequency. 

Following page: Fig. 4.3 Cloud of trapped atoms in the MOT with 
rectangular coils for various changes of the trap parameters. a) Line of 

trapped atoms tilted due to vertical beam separation. b) Coils displaced in 

axial direction. c) + d) View on the line of trapped atoms from diagonally 

below with c) axis of trap along laser beam and d) axis along diagonal 

between two laser beams. 
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Fig. 4.3 : 
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We investigated the sensitivity of the trap in the improved setup to intensity 

imbalances between two counterpropagating beams. This was done by attenuating the 

reflected beam by putting a low reflectivity beamsplitter or a 50% neutral density filter 

in the beam path behind the Rb cell. For the spherical trap or for the beam pairs 

perpendicular to the symmetry axis in the line trap, these changes shifted the whole 

cloud of atoms only slightly towards the attenuated beam. For the beam pair along the 

line of trapped atoms, however, an intensity imbalance axially displaced the line by 

about 1 mm (similar to Fig. 4.3b), but the atoms were still trapped since the rectan

gular coils produced a non-zero field at the axis further away from the center, which 

compensated the imbalance of the scattering rates from both beams.. This was probably 

the reason why we were not able to detect any drift velocity imposed onto the atoms by 

the intensity imbalance, which should be expected for the atom funnel (section 2.3) and 

was used by Riis et al. [19] for an atomic beam. 

The detuning of the laser frequency from the atomic resonance frequency was 

measured by determining the distance of the locking point from the first crossover peak 

in the spectrum (Fig. 3.9), which was shifted by the AO-modulator and calibrated with 

the known frequency spacing between the crossover peaks. The resolution of the peak 

maxima allowed an accuracy of ±0.8 MHz over the measured detuning range. The 

detuning for the brightest cloud of atoms was found to be 9.8 MHz to the blue of the 

first crossover peak as indicated in Fig. 3.9 . With a frequency shift of 40.0 MHz and 

a difference of 60.4 MHz between the Lamb dip of the trapping transition and the first 

crossover peak the detuning was A = 10.6 MHz, about 1.75x1'. Trapping of atoms 

was possible over a range from 5.3 MHz to 20.4 MHz, with an abrupt breakdown 

of the trap for a laser frequency too close to the resonance and a gradual fading of the 

trap brightness for large detunings. 
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4.1.3 Position of Magnetic Coils and Field Gradient 

The magnetic field zero point determined the position of the cloud of trapped 

atoms. The trap would work over quite a range of asymmetric coil configurations, 

such as displacements of the axes or non-parallel coils. However, the atom cloud was 

the brightest and most uniform when the coils were at a near-symmetric position and 

the center was at the common intersection of the beam centers. More interesting were 

the effects with the rectangular coils for displacements along the axial direction. In the 

centered position the linear trap extended over about 5 mm (Fig. 4.1b), limited by the 

beam diameter, with its center brighter than the ends. We interpret this as mainly 

caused by the non-zero axial field which is about 5% of the transverse field gradient 

produced by rectangular coils. This axial field provided a small restoring force along 

the axis. When the coils were displaced along their axis this bright center moved with 

the displacement, but the line still would not extend beyond a certain limit determined 

by the beam size, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3b . 

The rectangular coils could be turned within the plane of the coils at any angle 

with respect to the laser beams, and the trap would still operate properly without any 

changes to the light polarizations. The line of trapped atoms moved with the coil axis, 

however, sometimes not at exactly the same angle. The angle was difficult to observe 

from the view we had chosen for our CCD-cameras, as can be seen in Figs. 4.1c and 

4.1d, but it was recognizable by observing the trap during the turning of the coils. 

The magnetic field gradient could be varied by changing the coil current. This 

affected the cloud of trapped atoms by reducing its size for an increasing gradient. 

Raab et al. examined this dependence in their original MOT and found the trap diameter 

to vary inversely as the square root of the current, indicating a harmonic trap potential 
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[7]. Also by changing the current the background magnetic field (i.e. earth field) could 

be detected by a change in the center position of the cloud. Since the atoms were 

trapped where IB I = 0, this point would be off center for an existing magnetic 

background and moved with the changing field gradient. By adjusting the current of 

the square Helmholtz coils surrounding the vapor cell the background fields were 

compensated. 

4.2 Quantitative Results 

4.2.1 Methods of Measurement 

The measurements of the number of trapped atoms and the time needed to load the 

MOT were made by imaging the trap with a lens onto a Thorn EMI photomultiplier tube 

(PMT) to measure the light scattered from the trapped atoms. However, the glass cell 

had inherent problems that made it difficult to achieve a low noise signal without much 

loss of light. Observation through one of the windows had the disadvantage of a large 

background from the light scattered from the atoms off the beams going through the 

same window, which is mainly emitted along the beam direction for circularly polarized 

light. This could be reduced by observation along the main diagonal between the three 

beam axes, but the curved surface of the glass cell in this direction caused imaging 

distortions and other losses of the trap emission. In both cases the signal from the 

background scattering was minimized by using a circular aperture in front of the PMT, 

close to the imaging plane, such that it would not affect the signal contributed purely by 

the trapped atoms. The first method was used with the improved setup, the latter with 

the first setup, where the retroreflecting mirrors were too close to the cell as to allow the 

mounting of the imaging lens. 
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The current signals of the PMT were recorded as voltage across a 50 kS2 resistor 

by a computer with the data acquisition program "Super Scope" from GW Instruments, 

which simulates an oscilloscope but also has the ability of recording slowly varying and 

non-periodic signals over a longer time scale. We usually recorded at a sampling rate 

of 1 ms over about 7 seconds per trace. Simple analysis like noise averaging or 

logarithmic display to evaluate the data could be done immediately for each trace. 

We also made attempts to measure the temperature of the atoms in the MOT. Two 

common techniques to determine the temperature in optical molasses loaded by an 

atomic beam are based on the ballistic evolution of the cold atoms during the time when 

the light fields are turned off until they are detected either by the restarted trapping 

beams or an additional probe beam [5, 9]. However, we had no success in detecting 

any cold atoms remaining in the vicinity of the trap after the beams or the magnetic field 

were turned off. We attribute this to the collisions with atoms in the vapor which 

prevent a ballistic evolution of the cold atoms. 

4.2.2 Trap Size and Number of Trapped Atoms 

The size of the cloud of trapped atoms was measured from the calibrated pictures 

taken with the CCD-camera at horizontal view and recorded with the frame grabber. 

For a typical picture of atoms trapped with the anti-Helmholtz coils (Fig. 4.1a), the trap 

had a slightly oval shape with diameters 0.93 mm and 0.73 mm, measured from the 

border of the bright cloud. Of course the visible volume depends strongly on the 

sensitivity of the camera. From a picture taken at large f-stop without saturation of the 

camera the FWHM of the trap fluorescence was determined to be 0.6 mm, giving a 
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near spherical volume of about 0.03 mm3. The typical picture Fig. 4.1b of the line of 

trapped atoms exhibits a total length of 5.3 mm with a bright center of 3.1 mm length 

and a typical width of 0.7 mm, up to 1.2 mm at the widest point. 

To extract the number of trapped atoms from the fluorescence signal the PMT had 

to be calibrated. This was done by attenuating the laser beam down to 10 nW and 

measuring the power with a Newport Model 835 Optical Power Meter and the PMT 

with a cathode voltage of -920 V. An average of four such measurements obtained a 

conversion factor of (210±10) V/I.IW or equivalently (4.2±0.2) tnA/p.W. The 

calibration for different cathode voltages was also needed for fluorescence signals with 

larger background when the observation of the trap was done through a window. This 

was done by recording the same signal at different cathode voltages. We obtained 

85 V/I.LW for -840 V supply and 29 V/RW for -760 V. 

The number of trapped atoms, or steady-state population of the trap, was obtained 

by assuming that each atom was saturated by the light fields and completed an absorp

tion-emission cycle on average during twice the lifetime r of the excited state. For an 

assumed isotropic emission pattern of the trapped atoms, the light power P radiated into 

the solid angle SI, defined by the imaging lens, is 

P=Nxcon x .
2r 4n 

(4.1) 

For rubidium the number of trapped atoms, N, was 

N= 2.6 x1012 W-1 x P (4.2) 

We obtained P from the recorded fluorescence signal as the voltage difference of the 

PMT signal when the magnetic field was turned on or off and calibrated it with the 

values above. The numbers were in the order of 106 trapped atoms for several different 
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conditions. Specifically, for the MOT with rectangular coils we measured in the first 

setup 5.9x105 trapped atoms and in the improved setup 1.6x106 atoms with the 

rubidium reservoir of the glass cell at room temperature and 1.1x106 atoms with the 

reservoir heated up. For the MOT with anti-Helmholtz coils we made measurements 

only with the improved setup, where we trapped slightly more atoms than with the 

rectangular coils: 2.0x106 with the reservoir at room temperature and 1.6x106 atoms 

with the heated reservoir. Assuming a uniform density distribution over the trap 

volume determined above, the average density in the trap was about 7x1010 cm-3. 

However, all these numbers are subject to large uncertainties, maybe up to a factor of 

two, because of fluctuations in the fluorescence signal recorded by the PMT, 

uncertainties in the PMT calibration and in the solid angle viewed by the imaging lens 

and the circular aperture, and by a scattering rate possibly smaller than 1'/2. For 

example for our detuning and a laser intensity in each of the six beams of about three 

times the saturation intensity, the scattering rate would be about 0.3xF. The steady-

state populations of the trap we measured are in fair agreement with, but somewhat 

smaller than the numbers obtained for the first MOT in a vapor cell by Monroe et al., 

who reported 1.8x107 trapped cesium atoms [8]. Gibble et a/. achieved even a trap 

with 3.6x1010 cesium atoms [28] by using laser beams with 5.5 cm diameter. They 

showed that the number of trapped atoms increases as the fourth power of the beam 

diameter if the beam intensity also increases linearly with the diameter and the detuning 

is increased, too. 

For the experiments with heated rubidium the heating power through the wire 

around the reservoir was 0.6 W. This was a limit for our MOT since at higher heating 

power no trapped atoms were recognizable with the camera, due to either a strong 

intensity imbalance between the counterpropagating beams from the increased 
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absorption losses of the reflected beam, or increased collisional losses with the room 

temperature vapor, or simply because the weak contrast of the light from the nearly 

constant number of trapped atoms over the increased background scattering could not 

be resolved by our camera. From earlier absorption measurements we could relate the 

6 W heating power to 17% absorption at the strongest resonance line, indicating that 

the density of atoms in the vapor was of the regular value at room temperature, as we 

have it in the absorption cells, or equivalently that the pressure was about 8x10-8 Torr. 

4.2.3 Loading Time for the MOT 

The number of atoms contained in a trap which is in a dilute vapor is determined 

by the balance between the capture rate into the trap and the loss rate from the trap. 

Monroe et al. [8] have shown that the number of trapped atoms in a vapor cell MOT is 

independent of the background density. The capture rate Rc depends on how many 

atoms are slow enough to be loaded into the trap, which is determined by the density of 

atoms in the vapor, the temperature, the beam size, and a capture range vc. Only atoms 

slower than the capture range are not Doppler-shifted out of resonance with the 

stopping beam, which determines vc to about 10 m/s from kvc = Ii I + ra. The loss 

rate from the trap, ltrc, with Tc the average lifetime of an atom in the trap, is primarily 

due to collisions with atoms in the vapor and varies also with the vapor density and 

temperature. The simple rate equation 

= c -R (4.3)
alt 11.dt 
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determines then the temporal behavior of the number of trapped atoms N, and results in 

an exponential approach towards a steady-state population Ns = Rcrc when the trap 

was empty at time t = 0: 

N = s (1 1'41 (4.4) 

Since capture and loss rate are both linear in the background density, Ns is independent 

of the density and thus independent of pressure. Indeed, our measurements revealed a 

change in Ns of only 20 to 30% when the pressure was increased from about 1x10-8 

Ton to 8x10-8 Ton (see above). Eq. (4.4) shows that is is also the loading time for 

the MOT in a vapor cell and can be measured from the increasing fluorescence signal 

after the trap is turned on. 

The results of our measurements of the loading time Tc for different experimental 

conditions are collected in Table 4.1 . For the improved setup the values are in very 

good agreement with those reported by other groups [8, 28]. The loading times were 

obtained from fluorescence signals recorded with the PMT at a sampling rate of 1 ms. 

The trap was turned on after first unloading it by either switching the magnetic field off 

and on, or by blocking and unblocking one of the retroreflected beams, or by shutting 

the total beam off and on with a mechanical shutter. The shutter had a response time on 

the order of 1 to 2 ms. Fig. 4.4 shows a typical loading signal when the magnetic field 

is turned on again. The recorded signals V(t) were analyzed by calculating the values 

of ln(1 V(t)/Vs) where Vs is the steady-state signal, found as the average of the 

signal values at about 1 sec after the trap was turned on. The slope of a linear curve fit 

to the linear region of the data points in the first 200 ms (about 100 ms for loading 

with heated Rb reservoir) gave then the loading rate lfrc. This analyzing method rather 

than an exponential curve fit with the function of Eq. (4.4) was chosen, because the 

signal behaved well exponentially only for about 200 or 100 ms and became then quite 
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Fig. 4.4 Typical loading signal after magnetic field is turned on again. 

This particular set of data showed a loading time of Tc. = 183 ms. 

noisy so that it was easier to determine the range for a good curve fit by our analyzing 

method. The values shown in Table 4.1 are the loading times extracted from the 

fluorescence signals and averaged for the different methods of turning on the MOT as 

described above. 

Table 4.1 Results for loading time Tc. under different experimental 
conditions. 

rectangular coils anti-Helmholtz coils 

first setup improved setup improved setup 

cold Rb reservoir (350 ± 15) ms (190 ± 10) ms (150 ± 10) ms 

heated Rb reservoir = 100 ms (75 ± 10) ms (90 ± 10)ms 
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We succeeded in trapping rubidium atoms with a magneto-optic trap from a room 

temperature vapor inside a glass cell. Two different magnetic field configurations were 

used and compared with each other. Anti-Helmholtz coils, which are usually used for 

these type of experiments, resulted in a spherical cloud of trapped atoms, whereas the 

rectangular coils we investigated produced nearly a line of trapped atoms. We have 

been able to turn this linear cloud to nearly any position in the plane defined by two of 

the beam pairs. In particular the diagonal is interesting to investigate further since it 

should enable us to produce a slow beam of cold atoms when the two beam pairs in the 

plane of the diagonal are shifted in frequency in the right way. The advantage of a 

beam along the diagonal over a beam along one of the beam pairs is that the atoms 

would not interact with the light fields any more once they left the center region of the 

trap, so they would keep their temperature. Experiments in this direction are under way 

in our group. We also intend to do measurements of the temperature of the trapped 

atoms, since the temperature determines the divergence one has to expect for the atomic 

beam and the line width of its de Broglie wavelength. However, methods other than 

those mentioned in section 4.2.1, which are based on the ballistic evolution of the 

trapped atoms, would be necessary to do the temperature measurement in the vapor cell 

MOT. 
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The length of the line of trapped atoms was basically limited by the beam size and 

the non-zero axial field produced by simple rectangular coils in contrast to four infinite 

long straight wires. This axial field would have to be eliminated for an atomic beam 

experiment, for example with the wire configuration used by Riis et al. [19]. 

We described the experimental apparatus we used to build up the magneto-optic 

trap and the improvements made towards a better beam quality which made the trap 

substantially more uniform. The stability of the trap over long time periods was 

achieved by the optical and electronic locking of the diode laser. 
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